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Women's Ways of Knowing
The Development of Self, Voice, and Mind
Women's Ways of Knowing
The Development of Self, Voice, and Mind 10th Anniversary Edition
Basic Books Despite the progress of the women's movement, many women still feel silenced in their families and schools. This moving and insightful bestseller, based on in-depth
interviews with 135 women, explains why they feel this way. Updated with a new preface exploring how the authors' collaboration and research developed, this tenth anniversary
edition addresses many of the questions that the authors have been asked repeatedly in the years since Women's Ways of Knowing was originally published.

Teaching Gender with Libraries and Archives
Central European University Press This volume invites teachers and students in women's studies to engage with the library not as an instrument for preserving and disseminating
knowledge (including feminist knowledge), but as a subject and object of knowledge in its own right.

Christian Theology in Practice
Discovering a Discipline
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing For the past ﬁfty years, scholars in both pastoral and practical theology have attempted to recapture human religious experience and practice as essential
sites for theological engagement -- redeﬁning in the process what theology is, how it is done, and who does it. In this book Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore shows how this trend in
scholarship has led to an expanded subject matter, alternative ways of knowing, and richer terms for analysis in doing Christian theology. Tracing more than two decades of her own
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search for a more inclusive discipline -- one that truly grapples with theology in the midst of life -- Christian Theology in Practice shows not only where Miller-McLemore herself has
traveled in the ﬁeld but also how pastoral and practical theology has developed during this time. Looking forward, Miller-McLemore calls on the academy and Christian
congregations to disrupt conventional theological boundaries and to acknowledge the multiplicity of shapes and places in which the "wisdom of God" appears..

Whistlin' and Crowin' Women of Appalachia
Literacy Practices Since College
SIU Press Even some enlightened academicians automatically— and incorrectly— connect illiteracy to Appalachia, contends Katherine Kelleher Sohn. After overhearing two education
professionals refer to the southern accent of a waiter and then launch into a few redneck jokes, Sohn wondered why rural, working-class white people are not considered part of the
multicultural community. Whistlin’ and Crowin’ Women of Appalachia: Literacy Practices since College examines the power of women to rise above cultural constraints, complete
their college degrees, assume positions of responsibility, and ultimately come to voice. Sohn, a born southerner and assimilated Appalachian who moved from the city more than
thirty years ago, argues that an underclass of rural whites is being left out of multicultural conversations. She shares how her own search for identity in the academic world (after
enrolling in a doctoral program at age ﬁfty) parallels the journeys of eight nontraditional, working-class women. Through interviews and case studies, Sohn illustrates how academic
literacy empowers women in their homes, jobs, and communities, eﬀectively disproving the Appalachian adage: “ Whistlin’ women and crowin’ hens, always come to no good ends.”
Sohn situates the women’ s stories within the context of theory, self conﬁdence, and place. She weaves the women’ s words with her own, relating voice to language, identity, and
power. As the women move from silence to voice throughout and after college— by maintaining their dialect, discovering the power of expressivist writing, gaining economic and
social power, and remaining in their communities— they discover their identity as strong women of Appalachia. Sohn focuses on the power of place, which ﬁgures predominantly in
the identity of these women, and colorfully describes the region. These Appalachian women who move from silence to voice are the purveyors of literacy and the keepers of
community, says Sohn. Serving as the foundation of Appalachian culture in spite of a patriarchal society, the women shape the region even as it shapes them. Geared to scholars of
literacy studies, women’ s studies, and regional studies, Whistlin’ and Crowin’ Women of Appalachia will also resonate with those working with other marginalized populations who
are isolated economically, geographically, or culturally.

The Evolution of a Vow: Obedience as Decision Making in Communion
LIT Verlag Münster For centuries, the vow of obedience has been at the heart of religious life. With the renewal eﬀorts of Vatican II, the vow has been dramatically restructured but
not theologically re-envisioned. The Evolution of a Vow: Obedience as Decision Making in Communion addresses the changes in the vow and proposes a renewed theology that
supports the living out of obedience in the twenty-ﬁrst century. Obedience-in-communion, as a theological proposal, invites vowed religious to create a pattern of limitless listening
that everywhere seeks the call of God to communion. Against the horizon of communion, obedience becomes the singular thread of grace by which vowed religious become who they
are called to be.

Men Writing the Feminine
Literature, Theory, and the Question of Genders
SUNY Press The introductory essay provides an overview of current issues and methodologies in gender theory, while the 11 essays in the book discuss novels and poems, from the
seventeenth century to the present, by British, American, and French male writers who speak as, through, or like the feminine.
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Restoring the Human Context to Literary and Performance Studies
Voices in Everything
Springer Nature Restoring the Human Context to Literary and Performance Studies argues that much of contemporary literary theory is still predicated, at least implicitly, on outdated
linguistic and psychological models such as post-structuralism, psychoanalysis, and behaviorism, which signiﬁcantly contradict current dominant scientiﬁc views. By contrast, this
monograph promotes an alternative paradigm for literary studies, namely Contextualism, and in so doing highlights the similarities and diﬀerences among the sometimes-conﬂicting
contemporary cognitive approaches to literature and performance, arguing not in favor of one over the other but for Contextualism as their common ground. Howard Mancing, who
has recently made the transition to Professor Emeritus of Spanish at Purdue University, USA, is a renowned expert on Cervantes and Early Modern Spanish Literature, as well as a
pioneer in Cognitive Literary Studies. He has published two monographs: The Chivalric World of Don Quixote: Style, Structure, and Narrative (1982) and Miguel de Cervantes on
Quixote A Reference Guide (2006), and coedited three volumes of essay collections. In addition, he authored the two-volume Cervantes Encyclopedia in 2004. Howard has also
written numerous journal articles and book chapters on Cognitive Studies topics such as embodied cognition, narrative and aﬀect and Theory of Mind representations in literature.
Jennifer Marston William is a Professor of German with specializations in twentieth and twenty-ﬁrst century literature and ﬁlm. She is currently serving as the Head of the School of
Languages and Cultures at Purdue University, USA. Jennifer's second monograph, Cognitive Approaches to German Historical Film: Seeing is Not Believing, was published with
Palgrave in 2017, and she has published scholarly articles and book chapters on conceptual metaphor and on literary analyses from the perspective of Theory of Mind. She is also a
co-founder, with Howard Mancing, of the Center for Cognitive Literary Studies at Purdue, which has existed since 2008 and was recently renamed the Center for Neurohumanities.

First Philosophy I: Values and Society - Second Edition
Fundamental Problems and Readings in Philosophy
Broadview Press First Philosophy: Values and Society brings together classic and ground-breaking readings on ethics and political philosophy. Andrew Bailey’s highly regarded
introductory anthology has been revised and updated in this new edition. The comprehensive introductory material for each chapter and selection remains, and new sections on
philosophical puzzles and paradoxes and philosophical terminology have been added. New to this edition is an article by Susan Moller Okin on justice and gender.

Transforming Ministry Formation
Paulist Press A theological and practical exploration of ministry formation in the church today.

Teaching Civic Engagement
Oxford University Press Using a new model focused on four core capacities-intellectual complexity, social location, empathetic accountability, and motivated action--Teaching Civic
Engagement explores the signiﬁcance of religious studies in fostering a vibrant, just, and democratic civic order. In the ﬁrst section of the book, contributors detail this theoretical
model and oﬀer an initial application to the sources and methods that already deﬁne much teaching in the disciplines of religious studies and theology. A second section oﬀers
chapters focused on speciﬁc strategies for teaching civic engagement in religion classrooms, including traditional textual studies, reﬂective writing, community-based learning, ﬁeld
trips, media analysis, ethnographic methods, direct community engagement and a reﬂective practice of -ascetic withdrawal.- The ﬁnal section of the volume explores theoretical
issues, including the delimitation of the -civic- as a category, connections between local and global in the civic project, the question of political advocacy in the classroom, and the
role of normative commitments. Collectively these chapters illustrate the real possibility of connecting the scholarly study of religion with the societies in which we, our students,
and our institutions exist. The contributing authors model new ways of engaging questions of civic belonging and social activism in the religion classroom, belying the stereotype of
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the ivory tower intellectual.

Contemporary Composition Studies
A Guide to Theorists and Terms
Greenwood Publishing Group Composition studies is a rapidly growing and constantly changing ﬁeld. At present, however, graduate students and writing teachers have little choice of
current reference works that deﬁne key terms in the ﬁeld and provide information about the scholars and researchers who have shaped and are shaping the discipline. This volume
provides alphabetically arranged entries for 108 scholars and 128 terms and concepts central to composition studies. The entries for individuals chronicle the history of their
contributions to the ﬁeld, while the entries for terms record term development over time. The book includes generous bibliographical information and an appendix of scholars from
other disciplines who have contributed to composition studies.

The Psychological Development of Girls and Women
Rethinking change in time
Routledge Choice Recommended Read This thoroughly revised new edition updates Sheila Greene's original transformative account of the psychological development of girls and
women and the central role of time in shaping human experience. Greene critically reviews traditional and contemporary theoretical approaches – ranging from orthodox
psychoanalysis to relational and post-modern theories – and argues that even those that claim to focus on development have presented a view of women's lives as ﬁxed and
determined by their nature or their past. These theories, she believes, should be rejected because of their inherent lack of validity and their frequently oppressive implications for
women. Essential but often neglected insights from the more compelling developmental and feminist theories are woven together within a theoretical framework that emphasizes
temporality, emergence and human agency. The result is a liberating theory of women's psychological development as constantly emerging and changing in time rather than as
static and ﬁxed by their nature, socio-cultural context and personal history. Updated for a new generation of readers, The Psychological Development of Girls and Women will
continue to be essential reading for students and researchers in the psychology of women, developmental psychology and women's studies.

Voices from the Classroom
Reﬂections on Teaching and Learning in Higher Education
University of Toronto Press Published Under the Garamond Imprint The voices in this book reﬂect the broad diversity of a large urban university community, with contributions from
undergraduate and graduate students, teaching assistants, contract and full-time faculty, staﬀ and administrators. Issues of equity, diversity and power form the foundation of this
community's thinking about pedagogy, and the topics span a continuum from the theoretical to the practical. Voices from the Classroom will have a broad appeal to the university
teaching community across North America, facing common challenges in the twenty-ﬁrst century.

Voicing the Self
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Female Identity and Language in Lee Smith's Fiction
Universitat de València Este libro analiza la manera con la que Lee Smith ha dado voz a todos los aspectos de su experiencia tanto como mujer-artista que vive en la América
contemporánea como nativa de la Appalachia, una región sureña que todavía conserva un fuerte sentimiento de la tradición oral y de vínculos con la comunidad. Smith revisa y
altera el lenguaje y los mitos que han condicionado sus búsquedas de la identidad y han silenciado sus voces. Al realizarlo, explora la relación entre el heroísmo femenino y la
creatividad de las mujeres como algo distinto a la de los hombres. En su lucha, las heroínas de Smith reﬂejan el desarrollo personal y artístico de la escritora. La relación conﬂictiva
de sus personajes femeninos con la auto-aﬁrmación y con el mundo de la Appalachia revela los propios sentimientos ambivalentes de Smith hacia el concepto de individualidad y
hacia sus raíces culturales.

Foundational Issues in Christian Education
An Introduction in Evangelical Perspective
Baker Academic Updated and revised, this book explores the essential foundations of Christian education that educators draw upon in their thought and practice.

No Angel in the Classroom
Teaching Through Feminist Discourse
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Taking a fresh look at questions that have long troubled teachers committed to social change, No Angel in the Classroom provides a richly conceptualized and
down-to-earth account of feminist teaching in higher education. Long-time feminist educator, Berenice Malka Fisher, gives a nuanced interpretation of second wave feminist
consciousness-raising that bridges the gap between feminist activism and the academy. Candid classroom stories bring out the myths embedded in many activist ideals of the
1970s, while Fisher's informed analysis builds on these tensions, oﬀering a complex amount of experience, emotion, thought, and action in feminist teaching. Visit our website for
sample chapters!

"The Inside Light": New Critical Essays on Zora Neale Hurston
ABC-CLIO This exploration of Zora Neale Hurston's life and work draws on a wealth of newly discovered information and manuscripts that bring new dimensions of her writing to light.
• 20 critical essays cover the full scope of Zora Neale Hurston's writing • Includes the work of 22 distinguished authors—both established and emerging Hurston scholars drawing on
important recent research and discoveries

Claiming the Pen
Women and Intellectual Life in the Early American South
Cornell University Press The ﬁrst intellectual history of early southern women, situating their reading and writing within the literary culture of the wider Anglo-Atlantic world.
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Religious and Social Ritual
Interdisciplinary Explorations
SUNY Press Examines particular rituals (social and religious) as a special kind of cultural performance or interaction in a wide variety of traditions and locations.

College Student Development and Academic Life
Psychological, Intellectual, Social, and Moral Issues
Taylor & Francis The purpose of this series is to bring together the main currents in today's higher education and examine such crucial issues as the changing nature of education in
the U.S., the considerable adjustment demanded of institutions, administrators, the faculty; the role of Catholic education; the remarkable growth of higher education in Latin
America, contemporary educational concerns in Europe, and more. Among the many speciﬁc questions examined in individual articles are: Is it true that women are subtly changing
the academic profession? How is power concentrated in academic organizations? How successful are Latin America's private universities? What is the correlation between higher
education and employment in Spain? Is minority graduate education in the U.S. producing the desired results?

Rediscovering the West
An Inquiry Into Nothingness and Relatedness
SUNY Press An inquiry into how westerners can tap into their own philosophical and spiritual traditions to grow beyond their unsteadiness of relations, inner dullness, and underlying
absence of vision or orientation; and become more alert, compassionate, and intelligent. Reviews the Zen worldview and such western traditions as the mystical Christ, Socrates, a

Cultural Semiotics, Spenser, and the Captive Woman
Lehigh University Press "In Cultural Semiotics, Spenser, and the Captive Woman, author Louise Schleiner uses concepts from A. J. Greimas to analyze The Shepheardes Calender (1579)
as a discourse and as a deﬁnitive text for the Elizabethan "political unconscious," in the sense of Fredric Jameson, who also drew on Greimas. The book demonstrates sociolinguistic
patterns at work in Elizabethan ideological conﬂicts, at a level that shows how those patterns were related to the energies of people's sexuality and their political and religious
commitments. Through explaining this libidinal and political functioning of the Calender, in its time and for Spenser as a new poet, the book identiﬁes an "ideologeme," widely
observable in England of the 1580s and 1590s: that of the captive/capturing woman, a unit of interfactional and interclass discourse." "As well as discussing Spenser, two chapters
include examples from music and balladry and use the "captive woman" construct to analyze material from such ﬁgures as Lyly, Shakespeare, the composer John Dowland, the
Countess of Pembroke, and Queen Elizabeth I. A concluding chapter on the Calender's proferred text-readership game shows Spenser evolving his ordering of the twelve eclogues
through inventing a strategic frame for them, an implied story that both celebrates and leaves behind his passionate friendship with Gabriel Harvey."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary
ﬁeld provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Writing on the Body? Thinking Through Gendered Embodiment and Marked Flesh
Cambridge Scholars Publishing This groundbreaking piece of work establishes a “position of embodiment” as an ethically salient epistemological and empirical strategy for
understanding, representing, and experiencing gendered embodiment and marked ﬂesh. Developing an embodied, feminist critique of the sociology of the body, the author
integrates this position with some of the most recent developments in qualitative methodologies and creative research practices in order to engage with, and represent, women’s
experiences of body-marking. As such, the speciﬁc body practices which are addressed, “body modiﬁcation” and “self-injury,” are reﬁgured in the context of a feminist, embodied
position. This position of embodiment not only establishes a holistic, non-dualistic orientation from which to experience and explore gendered embodiment and body-marking
practices, but in doing so, also highlights the limitations of normative dualistic, disembodied theories and methods which objectify and distance the very experiences they purport to
explain. Overall, this exploration is a provoking, moving and often uncomfortable journey into the imperatives of gendered embodiment, abject corporeality, blood and pain, and the
practices which mark the body and evoke and transform the gendered, embodied self. This is a courageous, beautifully written, evocative, and thought provoking book that takes
the reader on an intimate journey into the misunderstood world of body marking practices. As part of the journey, Inckle provides a range of insights into the ﬂuid, ambiguous, and
complex forms of embodiment experienced by women over time. The reﬂexive stance she adopts throughout enables the reader to chart her emerging awareness of methodological
dilemmas and the inherent tensions she experiences in trying to resolve them in relation to feminist ethical positions. As part of this process, she challenges the norms of
knowledge production and dissolves the disciplinary boundaries that frame much of the current debate on embodiment and body marking practices. Inckle 's ﬁndings oﬀer a
powerful critique of dominant research perspectives that focus on the body and she makes a strong case for the development of a feminist-embodied-sociology in the future. As
such, this book will be of immense interest to sociologists and psychologists with an interest in the body and the dynamics of embodiment as well as to scholars seeking to develop
their understanding of key methodological issues. Professor Andrew C. Sparkes PhD Exeter University This book is based on one of the best methodological approaches I have come
across. Supported by materials from a wide variety of disciplines, it is reﬂexively argued, and Dr Inckle charts new grounds in her trajectory from feminist methodologies to creative
sociology, searching for new ways of producing knowledge and radically broadening the sociological research agenda to include ‘stories that come out of the body’. I particularly like
the way Dr Inckle develops feminist research methodologies, critiquing participatory approaches as often diﬃcult to implement, and the fearless, yet highly problematic, positioning
of the ‘researching I’ at the centre of the research process. Dr Ronit Lentin, Department of Sociology Trinity College Dublin

States of Rage
On Cultural Emotion and Social Change
NYU Press States of Rage permeate our culture and our daily lives. From the anti-Catholic protests of ACT-UP to the political posturing of Al Sharpton, from the LA Riots to antiabortion gunmen murdering clinic personnel, the unleashing of rage, marginalized or institutional, has translated into dead bodies on our campuses and city streets, in our public
buildings and in our homes. Rage seems to have gained a currency in the past decade which it previously did not possess. Suddenly we appear willing to employ it more often to
describe our own or others' mental states or actions. Rage succinctly describes an ongoing emotional state for many residents and citizens of the United States and elsewhere.
States of Rage gathers for the ﬁrst time a critical mass of writing about rage--its function, expression, and utilities. It examines rage as a cultural phenomenon, delineating its use
and explaining why this emotional state increasingly intrudes into our social, artistic, and academic existences. What is the relationship between rage and power(lessness)? How
does rage relate to personal or social injustice? Can we ritualize rage or is it always spontaneous? Finally, what provokes rage and what is provocative about it? Essays shed light on
the psychological and social origins of rage, its relationship to the self, its connection to culture, and its possible triggers. The volume includes chapters on violence in the
workplace, the Montreal massacre, female murderers, the rage of African- American ﬁlmmakers, rage as a reaction to persecution, the rage of AIDS activists, class rage, and rage in
the academy.
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We're Not Robots
The Voices of Daycare Providers
SUNY Press Raises provocative questions about how we care for infants and toddlers, and how to provide education and support for their caregivers.

Other-wise Preaching
Chalice Press

Children and Childhood: Practices and Perspectives
BRILL A diverse theoretical and practical collection of deliberations on children and childhood, written by scholars from all parts of the world.

A Reader in Latina Feminist Theology
Religion and Justice
University of Texas Press Speaking for the growing community of Latina feminist theologians, the editors of this volume write, "With the emergence and growth of the feminist
theologies of liberation, we no longer wait for others to deﬁne or validate our experience of life and faith.... We want to express in our own words our plural ways of experiencing
God and our plural ways of living our faith. And these ways have a liberative tone." With twelve original essays by emerging and established Latina feminist theologians, this ﬁrst-ofits-kind volume adds the perspectives, realities, struggles, and spiritualities of U.S. Latinas to the larger feminist theological discourse. The editors have gathered writings from
both Roman Catholics and Protestants and from various Latino/a communities. The writers address a wide array of theological concerns: popular religion, denominational presence
and attraction, methodology, lived experience, analysis of nationhood, and interpretations of life lived on a border that is not only geographic but also racial, gendered, linguistic,
and religious.

The Christian Educator's Handbook on Adult Education
Baker Books Get historical insight and practical help for your adult Christian education needs.

The Wiley Blackwell Reader in Practical Theology
John Wiley & Sons Contains a general introduction to the discipline, featuring classic and pioneering essays that address the history, methods, issues, and exemplary illustrations of
research, teaching, and practice Presenting a diverse collection of landmark essays, The Wiley-Blackwell Reader in Practical Theology explores the turn-of-the-century renaissance
of practical theology as an academic discipline and shows how the discipline has advanced a steady epistemological insurgency in theology throughout the twentieth- and twentyﬁrst century. The text provides scholars, students, and ministerial professionals with easy access to original seminal sources that represent major milestones, growing edges, and
useful classiﬁcatory rubrics. A handy, one-volume primer to practical theology, the book: Oﬀers an excellent bird’s-eye-view of the discipline’s essential foundational contributions
Provides signiﬁcant introductory overview material helpful in guiding both new and experienced readers to practical theology Includes brief overview introductions before each
essay to situate the reading and highlight key contributions and occasional limitations Features essay selections that consider race, gender, sexuality, age, and other diﬀerences as
a critical subtheme The Wiley-Blackwell Reader in Practical Theology is an indispensable resource for students, faculty, and professionals in practical theology and colleagues in
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related cognate disciplines in theological education and religious studies.

Recording Oral History
A Guide for the Humanities and Social Sciences
Rowman Altamira In this second editon of Recording Oral History, Valerie Raleigh Yow builds on the foundation of her classic text. One of the most widely used and highly regarded
textbooks ever published in the ﬁeld, Yow's updated edition now includes new material on using the internet, an examination of the interactions between oral history and memory
processes, and analysis of testimony and the interpretation of meanings in diﬀerent contexts. Written in a clear, accessible style, this new volume oﬀers historians, social scientists
and other practitioners engaged in this diﬃcult, rewarding work a scholarly and practical guide to the methods of oral history. It will interest researchers and students in a wide
variety of disciplines including history, sociology, anthropology, education, psychology, social work and ethnographic methods.

Composition Theory for the Postmodern Classroom
SUNY Press Composition Theory for the Postmodern Classroom is a collection of the most outstanding articles published in the Journal of Advanced Composition over the last decade.
Together these essays represent the breadth and strength of composition scholarship that has fruitfully engaged with critical theory in its many manifestations. In drawing on the
critical discourses of philosophers, feminists, literary theorists, African Americanists, cultural theorists, and others, these compositionists have enriched discourse in the ﬁeld,
broadened intellectual conceptions of the multiple roles and functions of discourse, and opened up an inﬁnite number of questions and new possibilities for composition theory and
pedagogy.

Community Midwifery Practice
John Wiley & Sons The role of the community midwife diﬀers dramatically from that of a hospital based practitioner but many midwifes entering this area of practice may not feel well
equipped for this diverse experience. Community Midwifery Practice is the ﬁrst text speciﬁcally tailored to meet the needs of community midwives, providing a practical, skills-based
guide to improving and underpinning their day-to-day practice with an emphasis on ‘normal’ birth and the importance of developing relationships with the women they are charged
with helping. This accessible text includes information on the broad range of skills required by midwives working in community settings, providing practical guidance on issues such
as supporting women with HIV/AIDS, issues surrounding domestic abuse, perinatal mental health, and pelvic girdle pain. Community Midwifery Practice will provide all midwives who
work in community placements with a comprehensive, accessible tool designed to assist them in all aspects of their practice.

Understanding and Applying Cognitive Development Theory
New Directions for Student Services, Number 88
John Wiley & Sons Creating learning environments and learning experiences forstudents is one of the primary purposes of student services.Student services professionals need to
have a solid understandingof the cognitive development of college students in order to designactivities that will enhance that development. This issue of NewDirections for Student
Services reviews ﬁve theories of thecognitive development of college students and explores theapplications of those theories for student aﬀairs practice. Thetheories shed light on
gender-related patterns of knowing andreasoning; interpersonal, cultural, and emotional inﬂuences oncognitive development; and people's methods of approaching complexissues
and defending what they believe. This is the 88th issue of the quarterly journals New Directions forStudent Services.
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Understanding Self-help/mutual Aid
Experiential Learning in the Commons
Rutgers University Press Self-help groups have encountered ﬁerce criticism as places where individuals join to share personal problems and to engage in therapeutic intervention
without the aid of skilled professionals. These groups have ﬂourished since the 1970s and continue to serve more people than professional therapy. Yet these groups have been
criticized as fostering a culture of whiners and victims, and not using professional help as needed. Thomasina Jo Borkman debunks this commonly held assessment, and also
examines the reasons for these groups' enduring popularity since the 1960s--more people attend these meetings (word?) than see professional therapists. What accounts for their
success and popularity? Understanding Self-Help / Mutual-Aid Groups is the ﬁrst book to describe three stages of individual and group evolution that is part of this organization's
very structure; it also reconceptualizes participants' interactions with professionals. The group as a whole, Borkman posits, draws on the life experiences of its membes to foster
nurturing, support, and transformation through a "circle of sharing." Groups create more positive and less stigmatizing "meaning perspectives" of the members' problems than is
available from professionals or lay folk culture.

Routledge International Encyclopedia of Women
Global Women's Issues and Knowledge
Routledge For a full list of entries and contributors, sample entries, and more, visit the Routledge International Encyclopedia of Women website. Featuring comprehensive global
coverage of women's issues and concerns, from violence and sexuality to feminist theory, the Routledge International Encyclopedia of Women brings the ﬁeld into the new
millennium. In over 900 signed A-Z entries from US and Europe, Asia, the Americas, Oceania, and the Middle East, the women who pioneered the ﬁeld from its inception collaborate
with the new scholars who are shaping the future of women's studies to create the new standard work for anyone who needs information on women-related subjects.

The Saturated World
Aesthetic Meaning, Intimate Objects, Women's Lives, 1890-1940
Univ. of Tennessee Press Explores the way middle-class American women in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries added meaning to their lives through their "domestic
amusements"--leisure pursuits that took place in and were largely focused on the home. Women elaborated on their everyday tasks and responsibilities with these amusements thus
cultivating a heightened, aesthetically charged "saturated" state and created self-contained enchanted worlds.

The Other Side of Pedagogy
Lacan's Four Discourses and the Development of the Student Writer
State University of New York Press Delineates Lacan’s theory of the four discourses as a practical framework through which faculty can reﬂect on where their students are,
developmentally, and where they might go. University classrooms are increasingly in crisis—though popular demands for accountability grow more insistent, no one seems to know
what our teaching should seek to achieve. This book traces how we arrived at our current impasse, and it uses Lacan’s theory of the four discourses to chart a path forward via an
analysis of the freshman writing class. How did we forfeit a meaningful set of goals for our teaching? T. R. Johnson suggests that, by the 1960s, the work of Bergson and Piaget had
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led us to see student growth as a journey into more and more abstract thought, a journey that will happen naturally if the teacher knows how to stay out of the way. Since the
1960s, we’ve come to see development, in turn, only as a vague initiation into the academic community. This book, however, oﬀers an alternative tradition, one rooted in Vygotsky
and the feminist movement, that deﬁnes the developing student writer in terms of a complex, intersubjective ecology, and then, through these precedents, proposes a fully
psychoanalytic model of student development. To illustrate his practical use of the four discourses, Johnson draws on a wide array of concepts and a colorful set of examples,
including Franz Kafka, Keith Richards, David Foster Wallace, Hannah Arendt, and many others. T. R. Johnson is Associate Professor of English and Weiss Presidential Fellow at
Tulane University. His books include A Rhetoric of Pleasure: Prose Style and Today’s Composition Classroom.

Women's Spirituality
Resources for Christian Development
Wipf and Stock Publishers 'Women's Spirituality' is an enlarged and revised edition of the widely used anthology that looks at the spiritual and psychological dimensions of women's
lives. Using classical and contemporary texts, the present volume illuminates the way feminist issues ﬁnd grounding in great spiritual teachers such as Teresa of Avila, John of the
Cross, Ignatius Loyola, and Jane de Chantal. Four sections develop the central theme. The ﬁrst considers contemporary issues: women in ministry, diﬀerent forms of feminist
spirituality, and sexism in the church. The second provides contemporary resources for psychological development. The third gives examples of spiritual development in the biblical,
Ignatian, Carmelite, and Salesian traditions. The ﬁnal section considers new visions of women's spirituality in the present day. Contributors to this volume include Anne Carr, Joann
Wolski Conn, Kathleen Fischer, Constance FitzGerald, James Fowler, Carol Gilligan, Rosemary Haughton, Elizabeth A. Johnson, Robert Kegan, John McDargh, Jean Baker Miller, Sandra
M. Schneiders, Elisabeth Schÿssler Fiorenza, Mary Jo Weaver, Rowan Williams, and Wendy M. Wright.
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